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rate when exposed to airplane flyby or motorcycle
engine playbacks (Sun & Narins 2005). This finding
suggests that frogs changed their calling behaviour to
avoid acoustic masking.
Animals may also increase antipredator vigilance in
the presence of loud noises. For instance, California
ground squirrels (Spermophilus beecheyi) in areas with
loud wind turbines exhibited higher rates of vigilance
after hearing conspecific alarm calls than those in
quieter areas (Rabin et al. 2006).
We suspect predation risk assessment may also be
affected by anthropogenic noise, and we are aware of
only one study conducted to assess this. Karp &
Root (2009) found that loud ecotourist conversation
increased alertness and flight initiation distance in
hoatzin birds (Opisthocomus hoazin). However, they
did not provide a mechanism for this observed pattern.
We evaluated two hypotheses that may explain how
anthropogenic sounds affect risk assessment. The first
is that the anthropogenic noise masks auditory cues of
the approaching threat. The second is that the anthropogenic sound reallocates an animal’s finite attention,
effectively distracting it and preventing it from
responding to predatory threats.
Attention is the process that filters out all but a few
stimuli from an individual’s environment, letting in
only as much as it can process (Bushnell 1998; Dukas
2004). Individuals can process only a finite amount,
though total attention can be divided or reallocated
among various tasks or stimuli (Washburn & Taglialatela
2006). The choice of what to focus attention on is both
voluntary and involuntary; distraction is commonly
understood to be the animal’s attention suddenly
shifting involuntarily. Many animals must split their
attention (Dukas 2004) or time (Lima & Bednekoff
1999) between a necessary task (e.g. foraging) and
antipredator behaviour (e.g. vigilance). Consequently,
distracting animals could enhance vulnerability to
predation (Dukas 2004), and thus be detrimental.
We investigated whether anthropogenic noise affects
a model species, the Caribbean hermit crab (Coenobita
clypeatus), and if so, how. Terrestrial hermit crabs are
an ideal species with which to study the effects of
anthropogenic stimuli for several reasons. First, terrestrial hermit crabs are conspicuous and locally
abundant. Second, they have an unambiguous and
easy-to-measure antipredator behaviour (they hide in
their shells). The same logic used to study flight
initiation distance (Cooper & Frederick 2007) can be
applied to study what we define as hiding initiation distance (HID) because, as an alternative to flight, hiding
is the hermit crab antipredator response. Finally, they
rely on both sight and sound (Burggren & McMahon
1988), and thus we could test risk assessment using
both modalities.
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Many studies have focused on the effects of
anthropogenic noise on animal communication,
but only a few have looked at its effect on other
behavioural systems. We designed a playback
experiment to test the effect of noise on predation
risk assessment. We found that in response to
boat motor playback, Caribbean hermit crabs
(Coenobita clypeatus) allowed a simulated predator to approach closer before they hid. Two
hypotheses may explain how boat noise affected
risk assessment: it masked an approaching predator’s sound; and/or it reallocated some of the
crabs’ finite attention, effectively distracting
them, and thus preventing them from responding
to an approaching threat. We found no support
for the first hypothesis: a silent looming object
still got closer during boat motor playbacks
than during silence. However, we found support
for the attentional hypothesis: when we added
flashing lights to the boat motor noise to further
distract the hermit crabs, we were able to approach
the crabs more closely than with the noise alone.
Anthropogenic sounds may thus distract prey and
make them more vulnerable to predation.
Keywords: attention; anthropogenic noise;
distraction; hermit crab; risk assessment

1. INTRODUCTION
Human populations are increasing, and so is their
impact on wildlife. One factor we are systematically
changing is the acoustic environment; humans are
creating many novel sounds (Warren et al. 2006;
Slabbekoorn & Ripmeester 2008), and these sounds
may have large effects (Warren et al. 2006; Hatch &
Wright 2007; Wright et al. 2007). A variety of studies
have shown how anthropogenic noise may affect
mating, communication and antipredator behaviour.
Human noises may change reproductive behaviour.
For example, it has been suggested that male ovenbirds
(Seiurus aurocapilla) on quieter territories may be more
likely to have a mate than those on louder ones. If
females base mate choice on male territory noise
levels, instead of size or age, anthropogenic sounds
may negatively affect male mate pairing success
(Habib et al. 2007).
The way animals communicate can also be changed
by anthropogenic sounds. Certain species of acoustically active, pond-dwelling frogs decrease their call
Received 29 December 2009
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Between 10 and 26 October 2009, we conducted three experiments
on crabs 2– 7 cm in shell length within 3 km of the Virgin Islands
Environmental Resource Station (188190 19.4500 N, 648430 22.5800 W),
St John, US Virgin Islands. We conducted all of the experiments
within earshot (0.1– 2 km) of the ocean along forest trails during
the nadir of the tourist season.
(a) Does noise influence risk assessment?
Boat motor recordings were obtained through a Hollywood sound
engineer. We used five exemplars (figure 1) to prevent
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the control silence (figure 2b). The effect sizes for
both were large (figure 2a,b).
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(b) Does noise mask predator sounds?
The looming object was able to get significantly closer
to the crabs before they hid when we broadcast the
boat motor noise than when we broadcast silence
(figure 2c).
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Figure 1. Spectrograms (512 point FFT, 75% overlap) of the
top 40 dB of boat motor sounds broadcast to hermit crabs.
pseudoreplication, and broadcast them at 98.1 + 2.6 (s.d.) dB SPL
(measured 1 m from the speaker). Sounds were stored in AIF
format on an iPod and broadcast through a Pignose Industries
speaker (model 7–100) that a person held 85 cm above the ground
to eliminate vibrational cues.
To standardize each crab’s initial behaviour, we walked towards
the focal subject until it hid in its shell, then waited 3 m from the subject. Once the crab re-emerged, we waited 30 s before broadcasting
either a boat motor noise recording or silence (our control) for
another 30 s. Then, with the noise or control still broadcast, we
walked directly towards the crab until it hid, at a pace of
1.5 m s21. The walker’s (P.G.-P.) initial position was immediately
adjacent to the person holding the speaker. We measured firstreaction distance (FRD) as the distance between the person and
the hermit crab when it responded by freezing or antennopating.
We then measured the HID as the distance the person was from
the hermit crab when it hid. If the hermit crab did not have a detectable first reaction, we considered FRD to be equal to its HID.
Finally, we measured (with a tape measure) the hermit crab’s shell
length to the nearest millimetre.
(b) Does noise mask predator sounds?
We conducted this experiment similarly to the first, but used a silent
looming object (a black t-shirt covering an inflatable donut) to flush
the crab instead of a person, to remove any acoustic or vibrational
cues associated with the approach. The looming object was presented on a horizontal 3 m pole that swung, silently, towards it
from a 2.6 m tall pole. We were able to accurately record HID, not
FRD, for this experiment.
(c) Are crabs distracted by noise?
We conducted the third experiment similarly to the first as well,
except our acoustic treatments were boat motor noise with flashing
lights, or boat motor noise only. We used the lights as a distraction
for two reasons. First, we might not have detected a change in behaviour if the boat noise had already exceeded the crabs’ finite auditory
capacity. Second, we wanted to avoid masking the new stimulus with
the boat motor noise. We used two headlamps (a Petzl Zipka Plus 2
and a Princeton Tech Quad) that flashed at different rates and
attached them 90 cm from the ground 1 m away from the focal crab.
(d) Statistical analysis
We used unpaired, two-tailed t-tests to see whether crabs discriminated between the control and treatment, and to see whether FRD
and HID were influenced by the treatment. We calculated Cohen’s
d-scores (Cohen 1988), using the pooled variance, for HID and
FRD.

3. RESULTS
(a) Does noise influence risk assessment?
We could get significantly closer to the crabs before
they first reacted with the boat motor noise than with
the control silence (figure 2a). We also could get significantly closer to the crabs before they hid when we
broadcast the boat motor noise than when we used
Biol. Lett. (2010)

(c) Are crabs distracted by noise?
The addition of the flashing lights to the boat motor
noise decreased, but not significantly, the distance we
could approach before the crabs first reacted
(figure 2d ). The addition of the flashing lights significantly decreased the HID (figure 2e).
4. DISCUSSION
We found a large effect of boat motor noise on hermit
crab behaviour; simulated predators could get closer
during noise playback. This suggests that crabs have
an impaired ability to respond to a potential predator
in the presence of boat motor noise.
We evaluated two alternative mechanisms to explain
the boat motor noise’s effect on hermit crabs’ risk
assessment: acoustic masking and attentional deficits.
Results from the second experiment were inconsistent
with the acoustic masking hypothesis, but results from
the third experiment were consistent with the second,
attentional hypothesis. Our experimental design does
not allow us to completely reject a masking effect
because while the boat motor noise was reasonably
broad-band, we neither recorded our quiet footfalls
(which were likely to be relatively low frequency) nor
do we have hermit crab audiograms to demonstrate
conclusively that the noise blocked their hearing.
Nevertheless, we hypothesize that the primary mechanism behind our results is the attentional hypothesis
both because the loud broadcast sounds clearly influenced crab behaviour and because the results of the
second experiment showed there were few, if any,
acoustic masking effects. We expand on this hypothesis
and propose the ‘distracted prey hypothesis’, which
states that any stimulus an animal can perceive is
capable of distracting it by reallocating part of its
finite attention and thus preventing it from responding
to an approaching threat.
Anthropogenic noises thus could reduce an animal’s
fitness by increasing vulnerability to predation. Krause &
Godin (1996) suggested that predators might be more
likely to take advantage of less vigilant prey. Our findings that prey are less responsive to predators,
combined with the possibility that predators are more
likely to attack, may increase vulnerability to predation.
As anthropogenic sounds become more frequent,
the strength of an animal’s response to them may
decrease owing to habituation (Thompson & Spencer
1966). This process is common to many animals
(Chace & Walsh 2006; Nowacek et al. 2007). In the
context of our experiment, habituation implies that
with long-term exposure animals may become less distracted by noise and would then be able to assess risk
properly, regardless of whether the noise is present.
While this is an empirical question, noise effects on
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Figure 2. The response (average + s.e. of FRD or average + s.e. of HID) of hermit crabs to approaching threats. (a,b) A human
approached with either boat motor noise or silence. (c) A looming object (a black t-shirt put over an inflated donut) approached
with either boat motor noise or silence. (d,e) A human approached with either boat motor noise combined with flashing
lights or boat motor noise only. (a) d-score ¼ 0.814, p ¼ 0.003; (b) d-score ¼ 0.709, p ¼ 0.008; (c) d-score ¼ 0.532,
p ¼ 0.027; (d ) d-score ¼ 0.717, p ¼ 0.084; (e) d-score ¼ 0.898, p ¼ 0.030.

risk assessment may be more pronounced in areas with
few anthropogenic noises.
We expect the distracted prey hypothesis to be applicable to all taxa with attentional abilities. Many studies
on attention use birds, which have been shown to divide
time (Lima & Bednekoff 1999) and attention (Dukas
2004) between antipredator vigilance and foraging.
Birds assess risk using both acoustic and visual cues
Biol. Lett. (2010)

(Caro 2005), and we know that anthropogenic sounds
(Warren et al. 2006) and lights (Rich & Longcore
2006) interfere with a variety of their behaviours.
Thus, the two modalities we used on hermit crabs
also seem appropriate for testing the distracted prey
hypothesis on birds. Further studies like this may illustrate that multi-modal distraction reduces attention to
biologically important tasks in other taxa as well.
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